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NEWS
Spring has sprung and our thoughts turn to riding a Solex with a group of friends
along a beautiful bush trail with the sights, sounds and aroma of the surrounding flora
and fauna.
The scent of freshly mown grass and a myriad of flowers, the sound of birds as well as
butterflies in the air all interspersed with the buzzing of a finely tuned Solex Motor.
All this rounded off with a stop in an isolated spot for a coffee a chat and most
importantly the camaraderie that is born of riding our unique Velosolex.
Our September event was the annual “Shiney Frank’s Swap Day”. As in previous years
Frank and Denise entertained us in fine style at their beautiful home in Brighton. The
horse trading began at 9.30am with tables full of interesting parts and accessories
changing hands. Also several Solexes had “For Sale” signs displayed with much
interest and possible sales being discussed.
A feature of the day was Frank’s famous Hot Dogs and the showing of “The Amazing
Race” episode that included Americans spanning both ends of the evolutionary scale
attempting to ride Solexes through parts of Europe complete with 50 OMG’s per
minute. Another highlight, a few members bought along some interesting and exotic
vehicles including Brendan’s magnificent 1926 pointed tail Minerva, Glen’s beautifully
restored 1949 MG TC and Geoff’s early 2CV Van.
Altogether it was a truly wonderful day and our sincere thanks to Denise and Frank for
there very kind and generous hospitality.
Participants included;
Frank, Denise, Frances, Ern, Neil, John F, Glen, Kerry, Geoff, John M, Tiby, Ted, Peter,
Brendan, Libby and new member Jurgen attending his first event.
See Frances’s great photos of this event on the last two pages of this newsletter.

COMING EVENTS
October promises to be a busy month with two events planned. Our group’s first
th
th
weekend event will take place on the 14 to the 16 . Cath and John have kindly
organized this exciting weekend including accommodation at their Holiday Cottages in
Bright and some wonderful rides around this magnificent Alpine area.
We will be visiting Wineries and farmhouse Gourmet Food areas and riding some of
the best Rail Trails in Victoria. This event has been fully booked for some months but
do not despair on the same weekend you can attend the Annual Citroen Clubs
Concourse. This will take place on Sunday October 16 at Bundoora Park Plenty Rd
Melway M19 F4. In previous years our group have put on a good display of Solexes on
this very enjoyable day. Ted has organized free entry for all Solex Owners this year and
a Prize for the “Most Popular Solex”. Please contact Ted on 0400592208 for further
details, we would encourage everyone to support this great day and fly the flag for
SolexOz.

BIKES AND PEOPLE
New member Jurgen from Mont Albert North has imported a Solex Super Deluxe (see
photo below). Jurgen has asked Ern to carryout assembly as well as some cosmetic
and motor work. Mont Albert is becoming quite a hub for Solexes in the Eastern
Suburbs with 3 owners including Ern, Phil and now Jurgen.

Tiby is close to getting his new 2200 on the road. This very nice Solex, bought back
from the Aix-en-Provence region by Tiby recently is a very original bike and will be a
welcome addition to the small but desirable fleet of 2200’s.
Joe is powering along with the rebuild of his 3800 Lux and should be ready for Pam to
ride on the Bright Alpine Weekend in October. These early Lux models are quite rare
and quite unique having stainless Steel guards, grey seats, tanks and magneto covers.
Some of these up-market Super Deluxe models also featured chrome exhaust systems.
There has been quite a lot of interest in Frank’s ultra rare late model 3800 MBK. This
beautiful Red 3800 was only recently unpacked from it’s original packing box after 36
years storage and has since only travelled 30 kms. With the current interest I am sure
this will have been sold by the time this newsletter is read.
The only other MBK known to exist in Australia is Peter’s metallic blue 3800 in almost
the same perfect condition. Hopefully we will see both out on a run soon.
There are a number of new members in the process of restoring Solexes whom we
have not heard from for some time. If your resto has stalled or you are in need of help
please contact us for assistance.

TECHNICAL TIPS
We have had a number of questions recently regarding correct specifications for
Solexes. We sometimes forget that new members may not have access to the
knowledge gained by some of long standing crew. Below, are a few tips and
suggestions.
a. TYRE PRESSURES: We have found that the best tyre pressures are Front 32
psi and Rear 36 psi.
b. FUEL MIX: 95 Ron Unleaded Fuel mixed with 2% Fully Synthetic Motorcycle oil.
c. SPARK PLUGS: Recommend NGK B6HS with gap set at 0.50mm.
d. POINTS SETTING: 2 to 5mm before timing mark using a cigarette paper for gap
setting.
Please don’t hesitate to contact one of the following for help and free advice, our
groups most important foundation is helping others to enjoy riding our Solexes.
Tuning and Motor advice in the Geelong area; Neil 03 5248 7640
Tuning and Parts advice in Melbourne; Geoff 03 9699 6654
Frame work and Machining in Melbourne; Ern 03 9023 3807
Wheels and re-spoking in Melbourne: Frank 03 9029 9789

Lost in a maze of Solexes. Brendan, John and Neil.

A pause in the frenzied buying?

“Take the money and give me the tyre”, John and Geoff

Neil road testing Frank’s “new” red MBK

Imparting the secrets of life, Frank and Jurgen

Brendan’s magnificent 1926 Minerva

